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Abstract. We provide a simple framework for the synthesis of quantum
circuits based on a numerical optimization algorithm. This algorithm is
used in the context of the trapped-ions technology. We derive theoretical
lower bounds for the number of quantum gates required to implement
any quantum algorithm. Then we present numerical experiments with
random quantum operators where we compute the optimal parameters
of the circuits and we illustrate the correctness of the theoretical lower
bounds. We finally discuss the scalability of the method with the number
of qubits.
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1 Introduction
Quantum computing, introduced and theorized about 30 years ago, is still in
its infancy: current technological devices can only handle a few qubits. This
new paradigm of computation however shows great promises, with potential
applications ranging from high-performance computing [8] to machine learning
and big data [9]. Quantum algorithms are usually described via quantum circuits,
i.e., series of elementary operations in line with the technological specificity of the
hardware. The mathematical formalism for quantum computation is the theory of
(finite dimensional) Hilbert spaces: a quantum circuit is represented as a unitary
operator [16], independently from the machine support on which the algorithm
will be executed. Establishing a link between the unitary operators described as
matrices and the unitary operators described as circuits is therefore essential,
if only to better understand how to design new algorithms. Obtaining the ma-
trix from the circuit can be done either by running the circuit on a quantum
hardware (plus some tomography) or via a simulation on a classical computer
[2,24]. Obtaining the circuit from the matrix is more complicated and fits into
a more general problematic called quantum compilation i.e., how to translate a
quantum operator described in an unknown form for the targeted hardware into
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a sequence of elementary instructions understandable by the machine. Therefore
converting a matrix into a circuit is in all circumstances a compilation step
because no hardware can directly accept a matrix as input: this particular task
of compilation is called quantum circuit synthesis and is the central concern of
this work. This process must be as automated and optimized as possible in terms
of conventional or quantum resources. This task is inevitably hard in the general
case: the classical memory required to store the unitary matrix is exponential
in the number of qubits and it has been shown that an exponential number of
quantum gates is necessary to implement almost every operator [11]. As a result
both classical and quantum complexity follow an exponential growth and any
methods will be quickly limited by the size of the problem. Yet being able to
synthesize quickly and/or optimally any quantum operator or quantum state
on a few qubits is a crucial challenge that could be crucial for some applica-
tions. In the NISQC (Noisy Intermediate Scale Quantum Computer) era [18],
compressing circuits as much as possible will be crucial. And in general, such
a procedure can be integrated as a subtask in a peep-hole optimization framework.
Our contribution
The quantum circuits addressed in this paper correspond to the specific technol-
ogy of trapped-ions quantum computer which requires using specific quantum
gates. This technology holds great promise to cross the passage to scale: quantum
circuits with trapped-ions technology have great fidelities and the qubits have a
long decoherence time. In other words the noise in the results is low and long time
computations can be performed before the system interferes with the environment
and loses its information. Moreover the particular architecture of trapped-ions
quantum circuits makes the problem simpler for numerical optimization because
as we will see it only involves the optimization of continuous real parameters.
We provide a simple optimization framework and we use it to synthesize generic
quantum operators. More specifically, we derive a lower bound on the number of
entangling gates necessary to implement any quantum algorithm and propose
numerical experiments that confirm the correctness of this bound.
Plan of the paper
In Section 2, we give the main definitions related to quantum circuits and quan-
tum gates and we summarize the state of the art in quantum circuit synthesis.
Then in Section 3 we develop in more details the modeling of a circuit as a pa-
rameterized topology and the question of the minimum-sized topology necessary
to implement any operator. In Section 4 we introduce a generic optimization
framework formalizing the circuit synthesis as a classical optimization problem.
In Section 5 we apply this framework to optimally synthesize generic unitary
matrices with the trapped-ions natural set of gates. We also discuss the scalabil-
ity of this method and how we can naturally trade the optimality of the final
quantum circuit for shorter computational time. We conclude in Section 6.
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Notations
Throughout this paper we will use the following notations. Upnq denotes the set
of unitary matrices of size n, i.e. Upnq “ tM P Cnˆn |M :M “ Iu, where I is the
identity matrix and M : is the conjugate transpose of the matrix M . The special
unitary group SUpnq is the group of nˆ n unitary matrices with determinant 1.
}x} “
?
x:x refers to the Euclidean norm of a vector x P Cn and AbB denotes
the Kronecker product [5] of two matrices A and B.
2 Background and state of the art
2.1 Main notions in quantum circuits
The basic unit of information in quantum information is the quantum bit and is
formalized as a complex linear superposition of two basis states, usually called
the state ’0’ and the state ’1’. More generally when manipulating a set of n qubits
we modify a quantum state
|ψy “
ÿ
bPt0,1un
αb |by
which is a normalized complex linear superposition of all the possible n-bitstring
values. So a quantum state on n qubits can be written as a unit vector in C2n
and by the laws of quantum physics any operation on this quantum state can
be represented as a left-multiplication of its vector representation by a unitary
matrix U P Up2nq, if we except the measurement operation.
Quantum algorithms are described via quantum circuits—the quantum ana-
log of logical circuits. An example is given in Figure 1. Each horizontal wire
corresponds to one qubit and quantum gates –represented as boxes, or vertical
apparatus—are sequentially applied from left to right to different subsets of
qubits resulting in a more complex unitary operator. Matrix multiplication BA
of two operators A and B enables to apply sequentially the operator A then
B. To compose two operators A and B acting on different qubits we use the
Kronecker product b.
Rz
Rx Ry Rz
Fig. 1: Example of quantum circuit
For a given technology not all quantum gates are realizable and only a
few of them are directly implementable: the so-called elementary gates. For
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example, we have the Hadamard gate H “ 1?
2
ˆ
1 1
1 ´1
˙
, or the one-qubit rota-
tions of angle θ P R along the x, y and z axis respectively defined by Rxpθq “
ˆ
cospθq ´i sinpθq
´i sinpθq cospθq
˙
, Rypθq “
ˆ
cospθq ´ sinpθq
sinpθq cospθq
˙
, Rzpθq “
ˆ
e´iθ{2 0
0 eiθ{2
˙
. For-
tunately some subsets of elementary gates have been shown to be “universal”,
which means that any quantum operator can be implemented by a quantum
circuit containing only gates from this set. Depending on the technology used, the
universal sets available will be different. With superconducting qubits or linear
optics, the natural set of gates is the set of one-qubit gates SUp2q, also called
local gates because they act on one qubit only, combined with the entangling
CNOT (Controlled-NOT) gate which is a NOT gate controlled by one qubit. For
instance, in the 2-qubits case, the CNOT gate controlled by the first qubit and
applied to the second one can be represented by the matrix
¨
˚
˚
˝
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
˛
‹
‹
‚
.
In this paper we focus on the technology of trapped ions which uses a different
universal set of gates, the available gates are:
– local Rz gates,
– global Rx gates i.e local Rx are applied to every qubit with the same angle,
– the entangling Mølmer–Sørensen gate (MS gate) defined by
MSpθq “ e´iθp
řn
i“1 σ
i
xq
2
{4.
where σix is the operator X applied to the i-th qubit.
Any quantum operator has an abstract representation using a unitary matrix
and it is essential to be able to switch from a quantum operator given by a
quantum circuit to a quantum operator given by its unitary matrix and vice-
versa. From a quantum circuit to a unitary matrix this is the problem of the
simulation of a quantum circuit. Finding a quantum circuit implementing a
unitary matrix is the problem of the synthesis of a quantum circuit which is the
central concern of this paper. We distinguish two different synthesis problems:
the first one consists in implementing a complete unitary matrix and the second
one consists in preparing a specific quantum state as output of the circuit applied
to the state |000...00y: this is the state preparation problem.
2.2 State of the art in quantum circuit synthesis
Most quantum algorithms are still designed by hand [6,22] even though some
circuits have been found via automatic processes [12]. For the automatic synthesis
of quantum circuits there are mainly algebraic methods: we can mention the
Quantum Shannon Decomposition (QSD) that gives the lowest number of gates
in the general case [20] or the use of Householder matrices to achieve the synthesis
in a much lower time [4]. The (H,T) framework is used for one-qubit synthesis
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[10] although it can be extended to the multi-qubits case [3]. For the particular
case of state preparation - the synthesis of one column of the quantum operator -
we have devices using multiplexors [15] or Schmidt decomposition [17].
Although the asymptotic complexity of the methods has significantly de-
creased with the years, some progress can still be made. The motivation behind
this article is to use well-known numerical optimization methods in hope of re-
ducing at its maximum the final quantum resources. Using heuristics or classical
optimization methods to synthesize circuits is not new. The BFGS (Broyden-
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno) algorithm [25] has already been used to synthesize
trapped-ions circuits [14] and machine learning techniques have been used in
the case of photonic computers [1]. Genetic algorithms have also been used in a
general context [13] or for the specific IBM quantum computer [12]. However,
these works are purely experimental: the overall optimality of their solution is
not discussed.
We tackle the problem of the optimality of the solution by building on the
work in [21] that provides a theoretical lower bound of the number of entangling
gates necessary in the quantum circuit synthesis problem. The idea is to count
the number of degrees of freedom in a quantum circuit and show that this number
has to exceed a certain threshold to be sure that an exact synthesis is possible
for any operator. To our knowledge numerical methods have not been used in
order to address the issue of the lower bound and the more general issue of the
minimum quantum resources that are necessary to synthesize a quantum circuit.
3 Lower bounds for the synthesis of trapped-ions
quantum circuits
The problem of computing the minimal number of quantum gates necessary to
implement an operator remains open. Knill [11] showed that for the entire set of
quantum operators (up to a zero measure set) we need an exponential number of
gates and using a polynomial number of gates is as efficient as using a random
circuit in the general case. The special case of circuits built from tSUp2q, CNOT u
has been analyzed in [21], where quantum circuits are modeled as instantiations
of circuit topologies consisting of constant gates and parameterized gates. The
unspecified parameters are the degrees of freedom (DOF) of the topology. For
instance the circuit given in Figure 1 can be considered as a topology with at
most 4 degrees of freedom (one for each rotation) and giving precise angles to
the rotations is an instantiation of the topology. As a consequence a topology
with k degrees of freedom can be represented by a smooth function
f : Rk Ñ Up2nq (1)
that maps the values of angles to the space of unitary matrices of size 2n.
We are interested in the image of the function f . If a topology f on n qubits
can implement any n-qubits operator, i.e., for any operator U on n qubits there
exists a vector of angles x such that fpxq “ U , then we say that the topology
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is universal. Now what is the minimum number of gates necessary to obtain
a universal topology ? The best lower bound for this minimum in the case of
tCNOT,SUp2qu circuits is given in [21]. In this section, we derive a lower bound
in the case of trapped-ions circuits using a similar reasoning.
Theorem 1. A topology composed of one-qubit rotations and parameterized MS
gates cannot be universal with fewer than
P
4n´3n´1
2n`1
T
MS gates.
Proof. First we use Sard’s theorem [7] to claim that the image of f is of measure
0 if k “ #DOF ă dimpUp2nqq. Hence to be sure that we can potentially cover
the whole unitary space we need
#DOF ě dimpUp2nqq “ 4n (2)
Next we give a normal form to trapped-ion circuits in order to count the
number of DOF. MS gates operate on all qubits, they are diagonal in the basis
Hbn “
Ân
i“1H obtained by applying an Hadamard gate to each qubit, the
so-called ”|`y { |´y” basis. We have
MSpθq “ Hbn ˆDpθq ˆHbn (3)
with
Dpθq “ diagprepn´Hammpiqq
2
ˆθsi“0..2n´1q (4)
where Hamm is the Hamming weight in the binary alphabet.
First we can merge the Hadamard gates appearing in Equation (3) with the
local gates so that we can consider that our circuits are only composed of local
gates and diagonal gates given by Equation (4). Then we can write each local
gate U as
U “ Rzpαq ˆRxp´π{2q ˆRzpβq ˆRxpπ{2q ˆRzpγq (5)
where α, β, γ parameterize the unitary matrix U . Because the MS gates are now
diagonal we can commute the first Rz so that it merges with the next local
unitary matrices. By doing this until we reach the end of the circuit we finally get
a quantum circuit for trapped-ions hardware with the following basic subcircuit:
– a layer of local Rz gates,
– a layer of global Rxpπ{2q gates,
– a layer of local Rz gates,
– a layer of global Rxp´π{2q gates,
– an MS gate (given in its diagonal form)
This subcircuit is repeated k times for a circuit with k MS gates. Ultimately,
the circuit ends with a layer of rotations following the decomposition (5) on each
qubit. An example of a quantum circuit on 3 qubits with 2 MS gates is given
in Figure 2. The angles of the Rz rotations are omitted for clarity. The only
parameters of such generic circuits are:
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Fig. 2: Generic quantum circuit on 3 qubits for the trapped-ions technology
– the angles of the Rz rotations,
– the number and the angles of the MS gates.
Each elementary rotation (around the x, y, z axis) is parameterized by one angle
so it can only bring one additional degree of freedom, as the MS gates if they are
parameterized. Including the global phase, a circuit containing k parameterized
MS gates can have at most p2n ` 1q ˆ k ` 3n ` 1 DOF. In the example given
figure 2 the topology has 24 DOF. To reach universality we must verify equation
(2), which leads to the lower bound
#MS ě
R
4n ´ 3n´ 1
2n` 1
V
.
This proof easily transposes to the state preparation problem with a few
changes:
– a quantum state is completely characterized by 2n`1 ´ 2 real parameters,
– starting from the state |0ybn we can only add one degree of freedom to each
qubit on the first rotations because the first Rz result in an unnecessary
global phase.
Consequently the total number of DOF a topology on n qubits with k MS
gates can have is at most p2n` 1qk ` 2n. We get the lower bound
#MS ě
R
2n`1 ´ 2n´ 2
2n` 1
V
.
To our knowledge this is the first calculus of a lower bound in the context
of trapped-ions circuits. In the next section we propose an algorithm based on
numerical optimization that achieves accurate circuit synthesis using a number
of gates corresponding to the above lower bounds. This gives a good indication
of the tightness of these bounds.
4 The optimization framework
Given a function f representing a topology on n qubits, finding the best possible
synthesis of a unitary matrix U with the topology f can be reformulated as
solving
arg min
x
}fpxq ´ U} :“ arg min
x
gpxq,
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where } ¨ } is an appropriate norm. We decompose the cost function g as
gpxq “
1
k
k
ÿ
i“1
›
›fpxq
∣∣eφpiqD´ uφpiq›› ,
where φ is a permutation of J1, 2nK and uj denotes the j-th column of U . In
other words we generalize our problem to the synthesis of k given columns of our
operator U . For simplicity now we can only study the case where k “ 1: this is
the state preparation problem.
Our goal is to rely on various algorithms for non linear optimization. We
choose the norm to be the Euclidean norm so that with this choice of norm we
have a simple expression of the cost error:
gpxq “ 2ˆ
`
1´ Re
`
x0| fpxq: |ψy
˘˘
. (6)
Hence the cost to compute the error function is equivalent to the simulation
cost of the circuit. Starting from the state |ψy we simulate the circuit fpxq:,
then the real part of the first component gives the error. Many methods for
simulating a quantum circuit have been designed and we can rely on them to
perform efficient calculations.
Since g is C8 we can use more performant optimization algorithms if we can
compute the gradient and if possible the Hessian. To compute the gradient, we
need to give a more explicit formula for gpxq. For some j we have
B
Bxj
gpxq “ ´2
B
Bxj
Re
`
x0| fpxq: |ψy
˘
,
and by linearity we get
B
Bxj
gpxq “ ´2 Re
ˆ
B
Bxj
x0| fpxq: |ψy
˙
.
Let us suppose we have K gates in our circuit. Then we can write
fpxq: “
K
ź
i“1
Ai
where pAiqi“1..K is the set of gates on n qubits that compose the circuit f . In
all circuits encountered the parameterized gates are of the form eiθΩ where Ω
can be either X,Y, Z (tensored with the identity if necessary) or more complex
hermitians (see the MS gate for instance), θ is the parameter of the gate. We
assume that two gates are not parameterized by the same variable. Let k1 be the
index of the gate depending on xj , then we have
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B
Bxj
x0| fpxq: |ψy “ B
Bxj
x0|
k1´1
ź
i“1
Ai ˆ e
iˆxjˆΩ ˆ
K
ź
i“k1`1
Ai |ψy
“ x0|
k1´1
ź
i“1
Ai ˆ
B
Bxj
eiˆxjˆΩ ˆ
K
ź
i“k1`1
Ai |ψy
“ iˆ x0|
k1´1
ź
i“1
Ai ˆΩ ˆAk1 ˆ
K
ź
i“k1`1
Ai |ψy
Therefore we have a simple expression for the partial derivatives
B
Bxj
gpxq “ 2 Im
˜
x0|
k1´1
ź
i“1
Ai ˆΩ ˆAk1 ˆ
K
ź
i“k1`1
Ai |ψy
¸
.
To compute the whole gradient vector we propose the following algorithm:
Algorithm 1 Computing the gradient of the cost function
Require: n ą 0, |ψy P C2
n
, f : Rk Ñ Up2nq,
Ensure: Computes Bf
xψ1|Ð x0|
|ψ2y Ð fpxq: |ψy
mÐ 1
// N is the total number of gates in the circuit
for i “ 1, N do
// Ai is the i-th gate in the circuit
if Ai is parameterized then
// Hi is the Hamiltonian associated to the gate Ai
df rms Ð 2 Im pxψ1|Hi |ψ2yq
mÐ m` 1
end if
xψ1|Ð xψ1|Ai
|ψ2y Ð A:i |ψ2y
end for
Therefore computing the gradient is equivalent to simulating two times the
circuit. On total we need 3 circuit simulations to compute the error and the
gradient.
Note that we need to store two vectors when computing the gradient. If
k ą 2n´1 then we use more memory than if we have only stored the entire matrix.
As memory is not a big concern here compared to the computational time, we
keep this framework even for k “ 2n for example.
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5 Numerical experiments
The experiments have been carried out on one node of the QLM (Quantum
Learning Machine) located at ATOS/BULL. This node is a 24-core Intel Xeon(R)
E7-8890 v4 processor at 2.4 GHz. Our algorithm is implemented in C with a
Python interface and has been executed on 12 cores using OpenMP multithreading.
The uniform random unitary matrices are generated according to the Haar’s
measure [23]. For the numerical optimization we use the BFGS algorithm provided
in the SciPy [19] package.
5.1 Synthesizing generic circuits
A clear asset of trapped-ion technology is that there is no notion of topology.
Contrary to superconducting circuits where we have to deal with the placement
of the CNOT gates, we just have to minimize the number of MS gates to
optimize the entangling resources. Local rotations are less expensive to realize
experimentally [14]. So, as a first approach, we can always apply one-qubit gates
on every qubits between two MS gates such that a quantum circuit for trapped
ions always follow a precise layer decomposition.
For 50 random unitary matrices on k P t2, 3, 4u qubits, and quantum states on
k P t2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7u qubits, we execute Algorithm 1 with circuits containing various
numbers of parameterized MS gates. The stopping criterion for the optimization
is the one chosen in SciPy i.e., the norm of the gradient must be below 10´5. We
repeat the optimization process several times per matrix with different starting
points to maximize our chance to reach a global minimum. Then we plot, for
various numbers of MS gates,
– the error expressed in Formula (6), maximized over the sample of matrices,
– the number of iterations needed for convergence, averaged over the sample of
matrices.
We summarize our results in Figures 3a and 3b corresponding respectively to
the circuit synthesis problem on 4 qubits and the state preparation problem
on 7 qubits. The results obtained for lower number of qubits are similar. The
amount of time required to perform such experiments for larger problems is too
important (more than a day).
For both graphs, we observe an exponential decrease of the error with the
number of MS gates. This strong decrease shows that there is a range of MS gates
count for which we have an acceptable accuracy without being minimal. Although
we can save only a small number of MS gates by this trade, we conjecture that
for a given precision the number of saved MS gates will increase with the number
of qubits. In other words if we want to synthesize an operator up to a given error,
the range of “acceptable” number of MS gates will increase with the number of
qubits.
What is the experimental lower bound ? Interestingly, the number of iterations
is a better visual indicator of this lower bound : once the exact number of DOF is
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(a) 4-qubits Quantum circuit synthesis problem. (b) 7-qubits State preparation problem.
Fig. 3: Evolution of the synthesis error/number of iterations with the number of
MS gates.
reached, we add redundant degrees of freedom into the optimization problem. We
make the hypothesis that this leads to a bigger search space but with many more
global minima. Hence the search is facilitated and the algorithm can converge
in fewer iterations. So the peak of the number of iterations corresponds to the
experimental lower bound, which is confirmed by the computed errors.
The experimental lower bounds follow the formulas given in Section 3 except
for the 2-qubits quantum circuit synthesis case where we need 1 more MS gate
to reach universality. This gives strong indications about the correctness of
the theoretical lower bounds and the relevance of the approach of counting
the degrees of freedom to estimate the resources necessary for implementing a
quantum operator.
5.2 Tradeoff quantum/classical cost
In the previous experiments, we could synthesize unitary operators on 6 qubits in
7 hours and quantum states on 11 qubits in 13 hours, both with circuits of optimal
size. In the graphs plotted in Figures 3a and 3b, we also observe an exponential
decrease of the number of iterations after we have reached the optimal number of
MS gates. We can exploit this behavior if we want to accelerate the time of the
synthesis at the price of a bigger circuit. By adding only a few more MS gates
the number of iterations can be significantly reduced, allowing us to address
potentially bigger problems in the synthesis. In Figure 4 we show, for different
problem sizes, how the iteration count and the time per iteration evolve when
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we add 10% more MS gates to the optimal number of gates. We observe that
the number of iterations is reduced at most by a factor 5 in the case of 6 qubits
for generic operators and 11 qubits for quantum states. More importantly, with
such an augmentation in the number of MS gates, the number of iterations only
slightly increases, almost linearly, in contrary to circuits of optimal size where
the number of iterations increases exponentially. This means that the time per
iteration, also increasing exponentially with the number of qubits, is the main
limiting factor in the good scalability of the method. Thus any improvement in
the classical simulation of a quantum circuit (i.e., reducing the time per iteration)
will lead to significant acceleration in the synthesis time.
Finally in our experiments we achieved circuit synthesis on 6 qubits in about
an hour, and a state preparation on 11 qubits in about 3 hours. Despite this sac-
rifice in the quantum cost (since we use more gates), this is still to our knowledge
the best method to synthesize generic quantum circuits and quantum states for
the trapped-ions technology.
(a) Quantum circuit synthesis problem. (b) State preparation problem.
Fig. 4: Number of iterations and time per iteration for different problem sizes.
6 Conclusion
We have explained how a numerical optimization algorithm can be used to
synthesize generic quantum circuits adapted to the trapped-ions technology. We
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have provided a simple algorithm to compute the error and the gradient such that
the scalability of our method relies on the simulation cost of the circuits we want
to optimize. We have also highlighted a possible tradeoff between the classical
time necessary to perform the synthesis and the final size of the circuits resulting
in more flexibility in the application of the framework. Finally we have shown
that the lower bounds computed experimentally with this framework follow the
theoretical results with the hope that it would help for future formal proofs.
As future work we plan to extend our analysis to specific quantum operators
for which we expect shorter circuits. We also plan to extend this analysis to
tCNOT,SUp2qu based circuits, especially in order to answer the following ques-
tions : is the lower bound given in [21] a tight one ? Is there a universal topology
that reaches that lower bound ? We also investigate a way to efficiently compute
the Hessian in order to use more complex optimization methods and we plan to
address problems with more qubits thanks to GPU and distributed computing.
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